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Intro to SAIL

Self-Authorship

Integrative Learning
SAIL Framework: Dimensions

INTELLECTUAL AGILITY
- Design Thinking
- Strategic Thinking
- Systems Thinking
- Quantitative Reasoning
- Integrative Thinking
- Aesthetic Appreciation
- Computational Thinking
- Entrepreneurship
- Information Literacy

GLOBAL MINDSET
- Cultural Agility
- Inclusivity/Inclusive action
- Systems Thinking

WELL-BEING
- Boundary Setting
- Self-Care
- Time Management
- Aesthetic Appreciation
- Self-Control

SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS & COMMITMENT
- Advocacy
- Civic-Mindedness
- Networking
- Conflict Resolution/Transformation
- Systems Thinking
- Inclusivity/Inclusive Action

PROFESSIONAL & PERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS
- Coaching/Mentoring
- Organization
- Planning
- Financial Literacy
- Networking
- Time Management
- Strategic Thinking
- Negotiation
- Conflict Resolution/Transformation

FOUNDATIONAL COMPETENCIES & PROFICIENCIES

DISCIPLINE-SPECIFIC

Northeastern University
SAIL Framework: Foundational Masteries

**INTRAPERSONAL SKILLS**
- Independence/Autonomy
- Initiative
- Resourcefulness
- Perseverance/Resiliency
- Self-Efficacy/Confidence
- Self-Directed Learning
- Help-Seeking

**INTERPERSONAL SKILLS**
- Leadership
- Collaboration/Teamwork
- Communication
- Empathy

**ATTRIBUTES**
- Comfort with Ambiguity
- Open-Mindedness
- Humility
- Integrity
- Mindfulness

**STRATEGIC TOOLKIT**
- Inquiry & Analysis
- Creative Thinking/Innovation
- Critical Thinking
- Decision-Making
- Problem Solving
- Ethical Reasoning
SAIL Framework: Discipline-Specific Skills

**DISCIPLINE-SPECIFIC SKILLS**

Discipline-specific skills are those that are specific to a particular profession or area of study.
The Platform
The Platform

Title*
Discussion with Professor Farzenah

Moment*
Moments are important realizations or ideas you want to capture from your experiences.

Had an awesome conversation with Professor Farzenah after my Intercultural Communication class. We talked about the cultural dimensions to be aware of when reaching out to people from other cultural backgrounds. Being more sensitive to these cultural differences will help me relate to my classmates and prepare me for my Dialogue of Civilizations coming up this summer.

Date*
Select the date of your moment.

Start date

Attachments
You can add a photo (.jpg, .png) or .pdf attachment to this moment. Depending on your privacy settings, these attachments may be visible to others. You may add up to five attachments at 100MB each.

Drag file to upload or...
### The Platform

#### Welcome Back!
- Starts September 20, 2019
- The Global Experience Office welcomes back students from Spring 2019, Summer 2019 Dialogue of Civils...

#### Holding Our World
- Starts September 23, 2019
- A regularly scheduled current events discussion connecting world events with identity.

#### MISM2301 Office Hours
- Starts September 23, 2019
- Come to office hours to get help specify your course questions. You also can present your three mi...

#### LinkedIn 1: Write Your Story
- Starts September 23, 2019
- You're on Facebook, but are you on LinkedIn? This workshop is for beginners to LinkedIn and will gi...

#### PEAK Experience Award
- Starts September 24, 2019
- Strong mentoring relationships are essential for success in research and creative endeavors, as well...

#### Personal Training Class
- Starts September 24, 2019
- The Campus Recreation Fitness Department interviews and trains potential personal training candidates...

#### Career Conversation: Genetic Counseling
- Starts September 24, 2019
- Genetic counseling is a growing field within the healthcare and science professions. Attend this ses...

#### FourBlock: Veteran Career Readiness Program
- Starts September 24, 2019
- Post-9/11 veterans are incredibly capable at navigating the difficult challenges posed by the Trees...

#### New Resident Assistant Cohort
- Starts September 24, 2019
- This opportunity is for new Resident Assistants as they experience ongoing development in their role...

#### You're Here! Now What? (End of Freshman Year)
- Starts September 25, 2019
- Learn about the culture, education system, and classroom expectations of Northwestern, get tips to m...

#### Honors StrengthFinder Workshop and Advising Session
- Starts September 25, 2019
- The Honors StrengthFinder Workshop will help you identify and reflect upon your personal strengths...

#### Navigating Public Transportation in Boston
- Starts September 26, 2019
- This workshop will show you how to get around in Boston. We'll cover all of the major transit option...

#### B.L.A.W. and L.A.T.I.N.X. Treks
- Starts September 27, 2019
- Explore your career options by getting off campus and into the office at Ernst & Young! Learn more a...

---

**DIMENSIONS**

- **I**ntellectual
- **G**lobalized
- **C**ollaborative
- **P**rivate
- **W**orldwide

---

**SKILLS**

- **I**ntellectual
- **G**lobalized
- **C**ollaborative
- **P**rivate
- **W**orldwide

---

**FOUNDATIONAL MASTERIES**

- **I**ntellectual
- **G**lobalized
- **C**ollaborative
- **P**rivate
- **W**orldwide

---

**LEVEL OF ENGAGEMENT**

- **I**ntellectual
- **G**lobalized
- **C**ollaborative
- **P**rivate
- **W**orldwide

---

**TYPE/TIME INVESTED**

- **I**ntellectual
- **G**lobalized
- **C**ollaborative
- **P**rivate
- **W**orldwide

---

**START DATE**

- **I**ntellectual
- **G**lobalized
- **C**ollaborative
- **P**rivate
- **W**orldwide

---

**SPORTS & RECREATION ACTIVITY**

- **I**ntellectual
- **G**lobalized
- **C**ollaborative
- **P**rivate
- **W**orldwide

---

**PROGRAM**

- **I**ntellectual
- **G**lobalized
- **C**ollaborative
- **P**rivate
- **W**orldwide

---

**EVENT**

- **I**ntellectual
- **G**lobalized
- **C**ollaborative
- **P**rivate
- **W**orldwide

---

**OTHER**

- **I**ntellectual
- **G**lobalized
- **C**ollaborative
- **P**rivate
- **W**orldwide

---
The Platform
The Platform

My Network Groups

Advising Contacts
Below are your advisors and advisees.

Advisors

Assigned Advisors (2)

Personal Advisors (1)

Advisees

Personal Advisees

Custom Contacts

CATLR (5)

Teaching Assistants (3)

Video Group (5)
The Platform
Where Will Students Encounter SAIL?

• First-Year Experience
  – Admissions and Orientation
  – Residence Life
  – First Year Seminars
  – Academic Advising

• Student Activities and Campus Life

• Leadership Opportunities

• Global Experiences

• Co-op and Career Design
The Future of SAIL
How to Engage
Your Student with SAIL

• Goal Setting
• Reflecting on Past Opportunities
Contact Info

**Website:** sail.northeastern.edu

**Skills Glossary:** sail.northeastern.edu/glossary

**SAIL Student Advisory Board:** sail@northeastern.edu

@SAILatNortheastern

Northeastern SAIL

sail@northeastern.edu
Stay Connected

Phone: 800.696.6516

Website: northeastern.edu/parents

Email: parents@northeastern.edu

Message Board: northeasternparents.proboards.com

Family Portal: my.Northeastern.edu

Facebook: facebook.com/nufamilyprograms